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The role of structured products in
developing nascent markets
by Lee Meddin, International Finance Corporation (IFC), World Bank Group

Today, there are still many countries throughout the world

with relatively minimal levels of capital market

development, many of these in Africa, but also elsewhere.

Developing these capital markets, and in doing so bringing

together borrowers and savers, not only has significant

positive financial implications, but it also has the real

potential to help many hundreds of millions of people

escape poverty and improve their lives. 

To help frame my view of the role of structured products in

developing these nascent markets, it is worth sharing a bit

of my professional background. I graduated university the

same year the Berlin wall fell, which also signaled the

opening up of Eastern Europe specifically, and the

emerging capital markets more generally. Working as an

investment banker, I moved from the US to London shortly

after business school, where, although I focused on the

Western European derivative markets, I had the

opportunity to see first-hand what was happening in the

Eastern European capital markets.

All markets start from humble beginnings. One hundred years ago, only a
few short years after the panic of 1907, it would have been hard to foresee
that the US capital markets would become the behemoth they are now.
Following other events, the same could be said of the European capital
markets in the 1940s, the Japanese and Asian Tiger capital markets in the
1950s, the ex-Soviet capital markets in the 1970s, and also the Latin
American capital markets in the 1980s. Of course all of these success
stories have had their ups and downs, but that is largely just noise in
what in the long-run is a continued march forward in the size,
sophistication and efficiency of capital markets, and coupled with that,
economic growth.

Lee Meddin, Deputy Treasurer

International Finance Corporation (IFC)

World Bank Group

tel: +1 202 473 3992

email: lmeddin@ifc.org

Then, in July 1997, I had the opportunity to move from

London to Singapore to focus on emerging Asia. The Thai

baht devalued while I was en route, and thus sparked the
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beginning of what became the Asian financial crisis.

What were developing capital markets in the region

became moribund, and my job was to find a way to still get

deals done in these markets. It was not easy, but I learnt

that with credit enhancement we could kick-start markets

and begin bringing borrowers and investors back together.

This was actually my first introduction to the World Bank,

who, as my client, credit-enhanced debt I was helping to

arrange.

Following this introduction to the World Bank, and seeing

the value this organisation could bring to the development

of capital markets, and the material difference this could

make to people’s lives, I decided to join them a few years

later. Based in Washington, my focus in my early days at

IFC, the private sector arm of the World Bank Group, was

primarily Latin America, for which there was relatively little

going on in the domestic capital markets. Being new to the

region, I soon realised that many large institutional

investors throughout the region, like domestic pension

funds, were precluded from buying debt rated below

double-A on their national scale, yet there were few

corporates rated at such levels in these countries. 

As was the case when I was based in Asia in the late

nineties, I found that credit enhancement enabled deals to

happen, as by melding IFC’s international triple-A credit

with some of the better corporates in the region – but

those still rated below double-A domestically – we were

able to create instruments that achieved ratings of

double-A and higher on their national scales, and thus

became attractive to domestic investors. In those early

years at IFC, we did lots of deals elsewhere as well, using

credit enhancement to extend tenors for debt issuance and

introduce new asset classes in places like Colombia, India,

Russia, South Africa and Thailand.

If I fast forward to today, I am fortunate to have had the

opportunity to have been involved with structured

transactions in well over 50 countries. By and large, these

transactions have been in developing countries, in local

currency, in the capital markets, and structured in nature.

I mention all of this, and in this order, for a specific reason.

Starting with structured products, I see this as simply a

means to an end, not an end in and of itself. For me,

structured products have simply been a credit-enhancing

tool to create instruments of a sufficient credit quality to

attract domestic investors. The purpose of attracting

domestic investors is to help create a domestic capital

market. The purpose of creating a domestic capital market

is to create a pool of local currency financing for domestic

borrowers. And, finally, the purpose of creating a pool of

local currency financing for domestic borrowers, is to aid in

the economic development of their country. 

Building blocks for debt capital
markets 

What are the building blocks required for debt capital

markets to form? First, markets require domestic savings,

as well as institutional investors to manage these savings

such as pension funds, insurance companies, mutual funds

and banks. Second, there needs to be a sufficient number

of borrowers willing to pay a price to access these savings.

Such borrowers include sovereigns, state-owned

enterprises, corporations, financial institutions, project

finance companies, small and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs), consumers and home-owners. Third, there needs

to be a proper legal and regulatory framework for items

like bankruptcy, tax and corporate governance to give

investors comfort. Fourth, a market infrastructure is

required including arrangers, clearing agents, trustees,

exchanges and market-makers to facilitate transactions.

Fifth, professional credit rating agencies are needed to

establish standards for risk measurement. Finally, although

not necessarily conclusively, reasonable nominal interest

rates are also required. This is perhaps the hardest to

influence, but very important as the funding rates on offer

have to be attractive for borrowers to allow them to utilise

these funds and generate a sufficient return on their

capital. Once these building blocks are in place, the debt

capital market can begin to complement the bank market,

which tends to be less deep, less liquid and shorter term

in nature.
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Setting benchmarks 
Following the creation of these building blocks,

benchmarks are needed to promulgate a culture of risk and

reward among investors. The development of these

benchmarks can take many paths, but a common path is

the following. First, sovereigns issue domestic bonds.

The decision by domestic investors to invest in these

securities is generally not credit-driven, but rather based

on regulatory requirements and macro views.

Next, issuance by blue chips such as large industrial

groups, banks and corporates come to market. These are

generally deemed to be of only marginally lower credit

quality than the sovereign, if at all. Then, multilaterals like

IFC and the World Bank help to further establish the

triple-A benchmark, and also pave the way for other highly

rated foreign borrowers to enter the domestic market.

At this stage, after issuance of sovereigns, blue chips and

multilaterals, all deemed to be interest rate products,

markets often stagnate before credit products can be

introduced, which are required to drive the market forward.

Typically, introducing a credit culture is not easy. This can

be due to a host of reasons. Investors in a nascent market

may lack the skills required for credit analysis. Regulators

may require the largest investors, such as pension funds,

to buy only the highest rated instruments, which generally

do not have much of a credit component. Also, the risk

premiums required by investors to compensate them for

the perceived credit risk may be too high to make the

cost-of-funds attractive for all but the largest corporates,

for which there is generally not much of a risk premium.

A shift in focus

This is where credit enhancement can become instrumental

in pushing a market forward from a focus on interest rate

product to credit product. Although first tier borrowers can

generally access investors even in a nascent market, credit

enhancement can enable debt issued by corporates deemed

to be at the upper end of second tier to meet, or exceed, the

minimum credit standards of domestic investors.

Credit enhancement also enables first and second tier

borrowers to raise funds for longer maturities. Both help to

establish benchmarks in the market for credit products.

What exactly is meant by credit
enhancement?

Credit enhancement is a technique of creating debt of

sufficient credit quality to attract domestic investors.

The enhancement can come internally from structural

mechanisms such as overcollateralisation and reserve

accounts for securitisations, or security for corporate debt

issuance. It can also be provided externally by third party

guarantors, or credit-enhancers, such as banks, monoline

insurance companies and multilaterals. As a credit-enhancer,

one in essence subordinates themselves to other

investors, enabling these investors to purchase an asset of

higher credit quality than the underlying borrower, or

obligor. It really is as simple as that. 

The borrower can be a corporate, a financial institution, a

municipality, a project, or in the case of a securitisation, a

specially created entity whose assets consist of a portfolio

of loans, like loans to SMEs or home-owners.

When working with a single obligor, like a corporate, the

ultimate goal in credit enhancement is generally to

(i) introduce the borrower to the market so they can

develop an investor base and eventually borrow in their

own name, without the need for future credit

enhancement; and (ii) enable the borrower to access

longer tenors than would be the case without credit

enhancement, once again, with the ultimate goal of

enabling them to eventually achieve this without credit

enhancement. For securitisations, the ultimate goal in

credit enhancement is generally to absorb initial losses

in the asset pool, thus giving comfort to senior investors

that they have a high likelihood of being made whole on

their investment.

How does the credit-enhancer help
to achieve this?

There are many ways in which a credit-enhancer can help

to introduce credit product into a developing market.

What follows are six possibilities: 

1. By acting as a lead investor, the credit-enhancer

performs a number of important functions.
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This generally includes taking the junior most risk

among investors, which results in the credit-enhancer

absorbing a significant portion of the overall risk in the

transaction. In doing so, senior investors generally do

not lose anything until the credit-enhancer loses

everything. Another way of saying this is that typically

a senior investor would only lose their first peso, ruble,

or rupee after the credit-enhancer has lost their entire

investment. This often adds a great deal of comfort to

potential investors as the credit-enhancer plays an

active role in the structuring process to minimise their

potential loss, whereas the investor does not. In this

regard, the specific track record of the credit-enhancer

in investing in similar assets is paramount.

2. The credit-enhancer should bring a certain level of legal

expertise to the transaction. Although hiring lawyers to

draft brand new documents is always an option, this is

generally an expensive option. Instead, by offering

existing template documents for similar transactions

closed elsewhere, the credit-enhancer is able to reduce

the legal costs and increase the speed of execution.

For example, when introducing a new asset class in a

country, a credit-enhancer should be able to benefit

from its experience in other countries and therefore be

able to introduce best practices in terms of structure

and documentation.

3. The credit-enhancer can play an important role in the

due diligence process and the ongoing supervision.

Whereas senior investors typically make an investment

decision based primarily on what is included in the

prospectus or offering memorandum, credit-enhancers

conduct their own due diligence on both the borrower

and the security. Additionally, throughout the life of

the transaction, the credit-enhancer monitors the

borrower and/or asset pool on an ongoing basis with

the aim of trying to ensure that any small issues are

resolved before they escalate into something bigger.

These are important risk mitigants, as the

credit-enhancer, who is generally subordinated to the

senior investors, has an active role in the credit

process, whereas senior investors typically do not.

4. The credit-enhancer is able to complement the role of

the arranger. Introducing new asset classes in new

markets can be time-intensive and expensive.

Having the credit-enhancer leverage off their

experience elsewhere can greatly simplify the process

for the arranger, thus reducing the resources the

arranger is required to dedicate to the transaction.

5. An experienced credit-enhancer will generally have

first-hand experience with the criteria implemented by

international rating agencies for similar transactions in

other countries. This aids the issuer in ensuring that its

transaction meets international standards even if

working with a local rating agency. It also gives added

confidence to investors that the transaction has been

properly structured and the rating received accurately

reflects the risk inherent in their investment.

6. A credit-enhancer with an established track record is

often able to co-ordinate with regulators and help to

overcome any legal and regulatory hurdles that may

exist. By being seen as an honest broker with global

experience in opening new markets and working with

market counterparts elsewhere, including regulators,

the credit-enhancer may be instrumental in helping to

clear any remaining regulatory hurdles required for a

deal to achieve success. One example of this could be

helping to clear the way for domestic pension funds to

invest in a new asset class. Another example is helping

to ensure that a legal environment exists which results

in investors being able to enforce their security

interest in the event of default by the originator/seller

of the assets.

How should they do it?

If credit enhancement can help move a market from a focus

on interest rate product to credit product, and

credit-enhancers can help make this happen, how should

they do it? There are numerous ways in which a
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credit-enhancer can help to facilitate a successful

transaction. What follows are but a few suggestions based

on experience in various markets. 

1. The credit-enhancer should get involved early in the

process. This avoids the possibility that a deal is

structured in such a way that it does not meet the

credit-enhancer’s specific requirements. It could be

that another structure from the same borrower would

have given the credit-enhancer the comfort required to

support the transaction, but the chosen structure does

not.

2. The credit-enhancer should focus on offering partial

guarantees, rather than full guarantees. Partial

guarantees help to create benchmarks on the credit

curve below the already established triple-A, and thus

help to extend the credit curve and broaden the

market. Partial guarantees also enable the borrower to

establish its own credit in the market, even if on a

limited basis. This paves the way for future issuance by

the borrower without the need for credit enhancement.

Partial guarantees also generally result in the lowest

all-in cost for the borrower. Since guarantees come at

a price, it behooves the borrower to utilise as little

guarantee as necessary to entice investors, rather than

providing more guarantee than investors require, thus

inflating the cost of the transaction. Finally, partial

guarantees reduce the possibility that investors could

view the guaranteed instrument as a surrogate for

direct investment in the guarantor, thus distorting the

guarantor’s funding level in the domestic market, or

elsewhere.

3. It is important that the credit-enhancer maintains high

standards, but remains flexible in approach. By being

flexible, the credit-enhancer can come up with

innovative ways to mitigate risks in the transaction,

utilising financial and legal structure, and thus reduce

both the amount of guarantee required and the all-in

cost for the borrower. For this reason, it is important to

stay away from a one-size-fits-all approach.

Each transaction needs to be tailored in a way that

works for the specific parties involved, presenting each

party with an acceptable risk and reward. 

4. Although this fourth recommendation for the

credit-enhancer may be seen as similar to the third, it

is so important that it deserves mention in its own

right. The credit-enhancer should focus first on the

structure, and only later on the guarantee amount.

As third party credit enhancement comes at a price, it

is prudent to ensure that the amount of guarantee

offered is the minimum amount required to achieve a

successful issuance. This minimum amount is generally

not known until the final stages of the structuring

process, once financial and legal structures are in

place. Thus, rather than approaching a transaction with

a certain guarantee percentage in mind, it is best to

defer decisions on guarantee amount until the legal

and financial structures have been finalised.

In determining the guarantee amount, it is also

important to be cognisant that guarantees are

generally most effective as a tool for enabling market

access, not reducing the cost for borrowers who

already have market access.

5. The credit-enhancer should ensure that the specific

value-added they bring to the transaction is properly

understood by the parties involved. There is much

more that a credit-enhancer brings to a deal than

simply a willingness to take on risk for a given price.

Foremost is the ability to help close a successful deal

quickly. To accomplish this, the credit-enhancer needs

the ability to (i) draft documents quickly; (ii) conduct

due diligence professionally and in a timely manner;

(iii) receive fast internal credit approvals; (iv) help

create an optimal financial structure; and (v) have a

track record that instills confidence in investors, as

investors will only lose money when the

credit-enhancer also suffers a loss. By ensuring this

value-added is properly understood, the

credit-enhancer can give confidence to others to
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pursue transactions that they may not otherwise be

willing to consider.

6. It is imperative that the credit-enhancer avoids overly

complex structures. It pays to keep it simple.

This minimises the modeling required, involves fewer

assumptions and projections, and thus reduces

uncertainty.

7. The credit-enhancer should be proactive in building

relationships and approaching the structuring process

as a dialogue among interested parties, not

adversaries. Most capital markets transactions are

already complex, involving a borrower, investment

bank, rating agency, trustee, regulators, investors, and

lawyers. Thus, the last thing anyone wants is one more

party to the transaction. As a result, it is important that

the credit-enhancer ensures that all parties see its

presence as value-added. This is definitely achievable,

but only with a great deal of care.

8. The credit-enhancer should adopt a policy of providing

local currency guarantees for local currency

transactions. This eliminates the introduction of

currency risk into the transaction. It potentially also

provides a favourable risk profile to the

credit-enhancer since credit risk and currency risk are

often correlated. For example, in times of

macroeconomic stress, abnormally high default rates

are generally associated with a weakening currency,

and thus it is reasonable to expect that fewer dollars

will be required by the credit-enhancer to meet its

local currency guarantee obligations in such

instances. Conversely, in times of macroeconomic

prosperity, an improving credit environment is often

associated with a strengthening currency. In such

instances, although the credit-enhancer’s exposure

may increase in dollar terms, these are for credits

which are strengthening, but for which the guarantee

fee being received has already been fixed.

9. The credit-enhancer should never stop innovating.

To maximise the value-added of credit enhancement, it

is important to remain focused on innovation.

The credit-enhancer should not assume that what has

worked in the past is what is needed in the future.

Rather, they should be pragmatic in introducing new

credit enhancement products and fine-tuning existing

ones.

Conclusion 

To facilitate the growth of developing economies, local

currency financing is required to help domestic corporates

finance their growth. To develop this pool of local currency

financing, domestic capital markets are needed to

aggregate these funds and make them available to

borrowers. To develop the local capital market, the

following building blocks are required: (i) domestic savings

(e.g., pension funds and insurance companies);

(ii) domestic borrowers (e.g., sovereigns and corporates);

(iii) a proper legal and regulatory framework; (iv) a market

infrastructure (e.g., arrangers and clearing agents);

(v) rating agencies; and (vi) reasonable nominal interest

rates.

With these building blocks in place to develop the local

capital market, certain benchmarks are needed to grow

the market including sovereigns, blue chips, multilaterals,

and non-blue chip corporates. However, it is generally

with the introduction of non-blue chip corporates that the

market stalls, as this requires a transition from interest

rate product to credit product. At this point, credit

enhancement can help push the market forward to help

establish a credit culture. This enables debt issued by the

upper end of second tier borrowers, those just below the

credit quality required by institutional investors like

domestic pension funds, to meet, or exceed, the minimum

credit standards of domestic investors. It also enables

first and second tier borrowers to raise funds for longer

tenors. To help facilitate this credit culture, the

credit-enhancer has a specific role to play including:

(i) being lead investor; (ii) assisting in the legal process;

(iii) conducting due diligence and supervision;

(iv) complementing the role of arranger; (v) providing

assistance with the credit rating process; and 

(vi) co-ordinating with the regulators.
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Finally, there are a number of ways a credit-enhancer can

help to facilitate a successful transaction including:

(i) getting involved early in the process; (ii) offering partial

guarantees, not full; (iii) maintaining high standards, but

remaining flexible; (iv) focusing first on the structure, then

on the guarantee amount; (v) ensuring that the specific

value-added the credit-enhancer brings to the transaction

is understood by the parties involved; (vi) avoiding overly

complex structures; (vii) building relationships and

approaching the structuring process as a dialogue among

interested parties, not adversaries; (viii) offering local

currency guarantees, for local currency deals; and

(ix) continuing to innovate.

Helping to develop a credit culture to enable the growth of

nascent capital markets has both developmental and

financial returns. The financing mechanism provided by

these markets helps channel domestic savings into

domestic businesses that require capital to grow. As these

businesses grow, so does the overall economy, and with

this, opportunity is created. Creating such opportunity is a

key element in ending extreme poverty and promoting

shared prosperity, two very important development goals

espoused by the World Bank Group. Hence, by helping to

foster a credit culture in nascent capital markets,

structured products have a very important role to play in

development, as well as contributing to the growth of the

economy as a whole.

Contact us:

International Finance Corporation (IFC)

World Bank Group

2121 Pennsylvania Ave NW

Washington, DC 20433, US

tel: +1 202 473 3800

fax: +1 202 974 4384

web: www.ifc.org
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